Bmw 328i engine diagram

Vehicle was brought in with a concern of rough running. Step one on any diagnosis is to
confirm the complaint during a complete test drive. During the test drive, the engine feels like
one or more cylinders is misfiring. There is also a steady check engine light. Once the engine
covers are removed, swapping plugs and coils on this engine is not difficult. However, to simply
replace swap a coil to diagnose, we miss out on understanding the failure and having complete
confidence in our diagnosis. An automotive scope will allow us to monitor and review the
voltage and amperage of this ignition system over time. We will be able to see issues and trends
before the engine computer can pick them up. For this vehicle, I want to monitor the amperage
of the ignition coils while triggering off a known cylinder. We can accomplish this by finding a
central voltage or ground point for the ignition coils. We will also connect to the DME control to
the cylinder 1 ignition coil. By triggering off cylinder 1, we can identify remaining cylinders in
our scope pattern using the vehicle firing order. Using a wiring diagram, identify cylinder 1
primary circuit, indicated by the blue arrow. The orange arrow points to the main power feed for
all the coils spliced. If we hook our amp clamp here, we will be able to see power flowing
through all 6 coils. The amp clamp is connected as shown and the setting used is. We inserted a
backrpobe into cylinder 1 for out trigger. With our Pico Scope set up, channel A is set for v dc,
and channel B is set for -5 to 20amps dc. The timebase is set to 1 second per division and we
are sampling at 4 million samples per screen. Setting the scope up this way will allow us to
collect a lot of data on a screen and also allow us to see any trends. We will also be able to
zoom in and review each coil firing event. If I select an entire degrees of engine rotation, we will
be able to see all of the coils firingâ€¦. All 6 coil firing events are now on screen in order. We are
using the number 1 ignition coil. This paired with a good know firing order we can make sense
of this mess. One thing to note, on BMW vehicles we expect to see a multistrike ignition event
during engine starting and below RPM. This capture taken at idle shows one ignition event and
an additional strike. Normally, with no misfire there would be 5 events after the initial ignition
event. Look at the number 1 firing event. It looks different than all the others. Look at the steep
amperage rise at the beginning of the coil firing. You can see that it goes from 0 to 2. If you are a
veteran scope user, you would identify this as a shorted ignition coil and end your diagnosis.
What if you were not? This is a 6-cylinder engine with codes for 2 of the cylinders. We now
know which cylinders the computer thinks are the problem. This also means we have 4 known
goods to compare. Look at the arrow here. What you see is a nice gradual climb in amperage.
This is not going to be a lesson on the inner workings of ignition coil primary and secondary
windings, just a quick lesson on comparison. We now know we have a bad number one ignition
coil But waitâ€¦ We had a code for cylinder 5 as well. Cylinder 5 looks like all the other good
ones. That cannot be, our scan tool told us it was misfiring. It must be a problem. This
waveform looks beautiful. It has a nice gradual amperage climb and all of the good indicators of
a healthy ignition coil. We know we have a bad number 1 coil. Not only is the vehicle running
smooth, the coils are now all firing multiple times at idle, as expected. This is how this system
operates when it is working correctly. This is another indicator that we fixed the issue. After a
code clear and test drive, the misfire codes are gone. What about cylinder 5? Why did the DME
set a code for cylinder 5 misfire? This would take some deductive reasoning. This engine
computer does not know that a cylinder is not firing. It detects misfires by reading the speeding
up and slowing down of the crankshaft through the crank sensor. A cylinder that is not
contributing will allow the crankshaft to slow slightly and the next cylinder will speed it back up.
Since cylinder 5 was next in the firing order, it was flagging a misfire as well. Once we repaired
the coil, it is no longer seen as misfiring. An engine computer also assumes everything in the
engine is in peak condition. Imagine if you have a little slop in the chain, the computer may not
be able to correctly pick up which cylinder is not fully contributing to the party. The moral to
this story is you always need to test. We as technicians have become too comfortable with
letting our scan tools to the work for us. This can be understood because scan tools have
become far better then what they used to be. A lot of us forget one of the most important
lessons when diagnosing vehicle systems: read the data, then verify the data. A computer is a
device that only knows what it is told. It can only make decisions on the inputs going to it.
Taking these steps will aid in making your diagnosis solid. The first thing we need to do is to
hook up our DrivePro and check for codes. The customer explained the other codes are
pre-existing and will be diagnosed later. Opening the hood, we are confronted with this mess of
covers and plasticâ€¦. This is the engine firing order: The E92 i was the first 3 Series model
produced with a turbocharged petrol engine. Cars with run-flats are not equipped with a spare
tyre. Introduced in , [2] it uses the BMW S65 naturally aspirated V8 engine and was produced in
sedan, coupe and convertible body styles. The design for the fifth generation 3 Series was
frozen in mid, approximately 30 months before the start of production. The range was
introduced in March for MY with the sedan and wagon body styles. Production of the E90

concluded after the model year, succeeded by the F30 for Trim levels typically were similar to
the E90 sedan, however the M3 wasn't produced in the wagon body style. Several markets
outside Europe only offered a small subset of models in the wagon body style. In the United
States and Canada, the only wagon model available prior to was the xi, [13] and then the i and xi
from onwards. These include the tail-light design L-shaped on the coupe , more steeply angled
headlights and smaller side windows. For later generations, these body styles are marketed as
the 4 Series. The E93 convertible was BMW's first model to use a retractable hardtop folding
metal roof , instead of the cloth roof as previously used. The E93 was one of first retractable
hardtops in its price range. The E93's side windows are 30 percent larger than its E46
convertible predecessor, resulting in a 38 percent increase in visibility. Official specifications
are as follows: [22]. At the front, MacPherson struts with an aluminum hub carrier and aluminum
dual lower links forming a virtual pivot point are used. This design was previously used on all 5,
7 and 8 series BMW models. The rear suspension is a 5-link Multi-link suspension , with
fabricated steel subframe, fabricated steel control arms, and cast iron carrier. There have been
49 original wheel styles produced for this model. Optional features some of which are standard
on higher models include Xenon headlamps, automatic climate control, parking sensors ,
power-adjustable seats, satellite navigation, glass sunroof, heated front seats, Bluetooth and
USB audio input. Optional equipment could be ordered individually or combined into packages.
Optional interior colours, known as BMW Individual, were also available at extra cost. The
contents of the 'Premium Package' varies according to model year and market. The B3 was
powered by turbocharged 6-cylinder petrol engine and the D3 was powered by a turbocharged
4-cylinder diesel engine. Its position in the model lineup was between the regular i and the M3,
and approximately 4, units were produced. The is uses a higher performance version of the N54
engine, which increases boost from 8. Transmission options were a 7-speed double clutch
transmission DCT with launch control or a 6-speed manual transmission. The manual
transmission has an upgraded clutch compared to the regular i. Other changes compared to the
i include stiffer engine mounts, a higher-flow exhaust system, an upgraded cooling system, a
different steering wheel, sport seats and "is" badging on dash and in the instrument cluster. In
September , the facelift LCI versions of the sedan and wagon were released for the model year.
Styling changes included front and rear bumpers, wing mirrors, headlights, taillights, boot lid,
wider kidney grilles and revised crease lines for the bonnet. The new xDrive models received
xDrive badges on the bumper and both the right and left sides right below the side marker
lamps. For the interior, crash-activated head restraints were added to the front seats, the
optional "Professional" navigation system was updated, iDrive was updated and the resolution
of the display was increased. For the model year, [47] the Sport, Lifestyle and Exclusive Edition
were introduced for sedan and wagon models. The d wagon model was added, as was the d
EfficientDynamics Edition sedan. Mechanical changes included compliance with the EU5
emission standard, EU6 emission compliance optional for the d and d models, power increases
for the d, d, d and d models, the N54 engine in the i being replaced by N55 engine, and
additional features for BMW ConnectedDrive. The Euro NCAP noted the poor pedestrian
protection awarding 4 points out of 36, reporting the 3 Series was "very disappointing" in this
measure. The 3 Series received "Good" marks in all six of the frontal crash test categories, [50]
and "Good" marks in six of the nine categories in the side impact test. The convertible is rated
"Marginal" in side impacts, [52] making the 3 Series convertible the lowest rated vehicle
currently sold in its class in IIHS tests. In November , BMW recalled , 3 Series cars from model
years â€”11 with climate control system electronic components at risk of overheating, due to a
faulty blower motor. In , Norbert Reithofer and Development Chief Burkhard Goeschel started an
initiative to halve the time it took to reach full production of the next generation 3 Series from
six months to three. First marketed in March , the car quickly became BMW Group's best-selling
car worldwide, and by the end of the year , vehicles had been delivered. The E90 marked the
15th consecutive year that the 3 Series was named on Car and Driver's 10Best. Units sold
according to BMW's annual reports: [74]. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Motor vehicle.
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version. Wikimedia Commons. Compact executive car D. The new Fchassis i is the first U. In
that time, the in-line six-cylinder engine and the 3-series have become nearly inseparable, and
many of us here at Automobile Magazine wondered if the iconic 3er would lose the magic with
its new engine. We've put miles on our Four Seasons BMW i and already taken it on one
cross-country road trip, and we're ready to render a verdict: no, the magic isn't lost at all. After
using the i as his daily driver and putting about miles on the odometer, he made his decision.
Considering the 2. We love the N20 first and foremost for its power: the 2. It's a marked
improvement from the previous i's hp and lb-ft, even though the new engine has two fewer
cylinders and one less liter of displacement. The engine's smooth, powerful nature scored
positive logbook comments almost immediately: "On the highway, the i exhibits nice response,"
said copy editor Rusty Blackwell. It would seem that for the 3-series, normal aspiration is dead;
long live forced induction. Late in February, Cammisa passed the keys to creative director Kelly
Murphy, who promptly drove the black Bimmer roughly miles back to our office in Ann Arbor,
Michigan. By the time the 3-series reached the Great Lake State, the i indicated an average of 34
mpg, exactly in line with the car's EPA highway fuel economy estimates -- an impressive figure
for a hp car. The i promises both good power and good fuel economy, but it does come with one
drawback. The i's engine may be muted most of the time, but staffers complained that it makes
a clattery noise at idle. Once the car is in motion, the clatter goes away and is replaced with a
smoother note, but the turbo four can't match the sonorous quality of the six-cylinder engine it
replaces. This makes for an interesting interior feature: "The shifter wiggles back and forth
quite a lot as the engine cranks, which is especially annoying if you're in the process of
selecting first gear," wrote associate web editor Jake Holmes. There is another fix to the i's
wiggling gear stick: purchase the i, which has a more-balanced 3. For now, it would seem that
our choice of engine was a good one, and the i's power and efficiency more than make up for
the issues of noise, vibration, and harshness. BMW is winning now. Body style 4-door sedan
Accomodation 5-passenger Construction Steel unibody. Steering Electrically-assisted rack and
pinion Lock-to-lock 2. Close Ad. Kelly Murphy photographer Ben Timmins writer. Share on
Facebook Share on Twitter. This manual is specific to a BMW i. RepairSurge is compatible with
any internet-enabled computer, laptop, smartphone or tablet device. It is very easy to use and
support is always free. We wish we could just show you the entire manual before you buy, but
our publishing agreement with the auto manufacturers prevents this. We know this sounds
crazy. It's a stupid rule in our opinion, but they authorize our manuals and that's what their
lawyers require. Here are some of the comments we have received from users of RepairSurge.
These customers have agreed to allow us to publicly display their testimonials. We know buying
anything online is a risk. Once again, we wish we could just show you the entire manual before
you buy, but our publishing agreement with the auto manufacturers prevents this. We'll get you
the repair information you need, every time, or your money back. Manufacturer: BMW. Model: i.
Production Year: Step by Step Instructions. Comprehensive Diagrams. Diagnostic Procedures.
Wiring Diagrams. Here is what you'll get. Step-by-step factory recommended repair instructions.
Unlimited access to personal support reps who are always available to assist you. We can
answer your questions about using the software or help you find the specific information you
need for your BMW i. Free real-time updates! Your manual is updated with revised information
as soon as it is released. Access on your terms. Unlimited access to your BMW i manual on a
yearly basis. We'll get you the repair information you need, every time, or we'll refund your
purchase in full. Can I see what the manual looks like? See our guarantee below. You are
protected in case the manual turns out to not be what you need. What Satisfied Mechanics Are
Saying. Exactly as advertised, quick and easy transaction. Get Your Manual. Your satisfaction is

guaranteed and your online transaction is protected by safe and secure SSL encryption
technology. Ad vertisements. Here you will find fuse box diagrams of BMW 3-Series , , , , , and i,
i, i, i, i, i, i, d, d, d, d, d, d , get information about the location of the fuse panels inside the car,
and learn about the assignment of each fuse fuse layout and relay. It is located on the right side
of the engine compartment on the left side on the right-hand drive vehicles , under the plastic
cover. It is located in the front pillar on the passenger side, under the glove box. The first unit is
located on the right side, behind the cover, above the battery. The second â€” in the center,
under the lining. How to check the fuses? How to replace a blown fuse? Why do car fuses
blow? Types of automotive fuses. Table of Contents. Fuse box in the engine compartment. Your
exact fuse allocation scheme is located near the fuse box in the luggage compartment. Fuse
Block in the passenger compartment BDC. Fuse boxes in the luggage compartment. Learn
more: How to check the fuses? We use cookies to ensure that we give you the best experience
on our website. If you continue to use this site we will assume that you are happy with it. Ok
Privacy policy. Whether you search via the search bar above or using the category directory to
the left, the parts displayed below are guaranteed to fit your BMW i E90 Sedan. If the BMW i E90
Sedan is not your car, please use the vehicle selector above to change your car to the correct
year, make, model, and engine. If you're having difficulty finding the parts you need, Contact Us
to speak with a knowledgeable customer service expert. In order to add an item to a project you
must be logged in. If you do not have an account please click the link below. Thank you for
taking the time to provide us with your suggestions for improving eEuroparts. If you have any
questions please contact us. Thank you for taking the time to let us know about an issue with
one of our listings. Want to narrow your results? We are processing a warranty replacement
order for you. Warranty replacement orders add a "hold" to your credit card in the amount of the
replacement order. This "hold" will only be completed into a charge in the event that the
warranty item is not returned to us within 1 week of receiving the replacement item or the item
is being returned for reasons other than the warranty issue stated. If you are using a debit card
for this order the "hold" will temporarily make the full amount of the funds unavailable for your
use. If you're using a debit card we suggest you switch to a credit card. Do I have your
authorization to proceed? Please select your T-Shirt size below. T-shirts may not ship with your
order. Please allow weeks for delivery This will not affect your orders shipment. Contact
eEuroparts. Select Your Vehicle to find parts that fit. Select a Year Your VIN returned multiple
car options. This happens when the VIN lookup software we use does not return specific engine
or trim information. Click your engine or body trim option below:.
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VIN: Vehicle Name:. This item requires a VIN to order. The VIN is used to ensure that this part
fits your vehicle. I agree to the Special Order policy. Add to Cart. Emblem Roundel 82mm.
Engine Intake Manifold Kit. Engine Water Pump and Thermostat Assembly. Expanding Rivet.
Gas Cap. Ignition Coil Kit. Vehicle Note: Location notches are located in the center of the coil.
License Plate Screw - Rear. Starter Motor Repair Kit. Suspension Control Arm Kit - Front. Wheel
Bearing and Hub Assembly - Front. Please Login In order to add an item to a project you must
be logged in. Share Link:. Thank you for your feedback. Log in here to share this part - Or Register an account below. Enter the name and email you would like to share this part with.
Your email has been sent. Select your vehicle below. Your shirt size has been selected! Exclude
Universal Fit. Engine Oil Change Kit. License Plate Frame Screw. Not Specified. Suspension
Control Arm Kit. Wheel Bearing and Hub Assembly. Genuine BMW Mini.

